An investigation about the electronic properties of a series of graphene patches with O-bonding to zigzag or armchair edges is performed by density functional theory (DFT). The stability, orbital hybridization, spin density, HOMO and LUMO energy for 4a4z-O, 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals are discussed. The 4a4z-z2, 5a5z-z3 and 6a6z-z3 are the most stable structure in their individual graphene oxyradicals systems and the corresponding C=O bond length is about 0.1231 nm. This shows that the structure with O-bonding to central positions of zigzag edges is the most stable one indicating its "safe harbor" status. Meanwhile, spin density changes obviously after O-bonding to zigzag edge of graphene. As the presumptive outer effects, folding along an axis at z3 position would deprive the "safe harbor" status with O-bonding to zigzag edge. This inspires the exploration of new ways in absorbing or storage energy behavior and intermediate of combustion can be understood better.
Introduction
Graphene, as a representative two dimensional sheet of sp 2 -hybridized carbons regularly spaced from each other in honeycomb-like hexagons, is one of the most attractive topics now. 13) Graphene can be seen as the extension of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), so many researchers choose finite sized PAHs as the models when studying the structures and properties for graphene or its composites in theoretical simulation and analysis works. 46) Graphene oxyradical composites, also as the critical intermediate of graphene oxidation, can be used to study the oxidation mechanism. As we know that incomplete combustion of organic fuels produces the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and other pollutants causing environmental disruptions and much effort is put into the actions reducing pollutions. Generally, the localized phenoxy participates in oxidation reactions, so we can carry out oxidation simulation by means of removing hydrogen and introducing oxygen, and thus, PAHs can sever as the fundamental structural moieties to understand the underlying mechanisms of combustion reaction.
Meanwhile, the graphene edge oxidation is also the decoration for graphene and studies on structure and properties after decorations also have been carried out.
712)
For example, Yadav and Mishra found that polyradicals with 4 to 16 rings and zigzag or mixed-type edges have spin multiplicities. 7) Some first-principle studies showed that edge chemical modification alter the electronic structure, stability and magnetic properties of graphene nanodots. 46) And some other studies demonstrated electron density and spin density being enhanced at the edge of graphene.
810) These results clearly showed that the electronic structure and properties are affected by edge decoration.
Additionally, ideal graphene sheet is in perfect plane, however, actual graphene sheets will be subjected to outer effects such as folding, causing its deformation or defects. After being folded, graphene is extended to the third dimension, and research on folded graphene has great significance in the discovery of new phenomena and physical effect. As the intermediate products of combustion and decoration for graphene, the study on graphene oxyradical composites is valuable and currently only less studies concentrate on the differences at the different oxyradicalbonding position of zigzag or armchair edges no matter for graphene in plane or folded one. 4, 13) Therefore, this topic is very helpful for us to understand intermediate process of combustion and optimize decoration designation.
In this work, we consider finite size graphene oxyradical serve as a model of graphene and simulate theirs electronic properties including stability, orbital hybridization, spin density, HOMO and LUMO energy by DFT. The results show that the system is most stable when O is bonded to zigzag edge center which like a "safe harbor". After being folded along central position, the "safe harbor" is deprived. The study displays the different stabilities of different intermediate graphene oxyradical and its decoration. And basing on the understanding, the newly ways of absorbing or storage energy behavior can be excavated and combustion intermediate can be understood better.
Computational Details
The geometries of graphene oxyradical were optimized by unrestricted hybrid density functional UB3LYP/ 6-31G(d) level of theory using Q-Chem software.
14) The graphene patches have both zigzag and arm-chair edges of similar length, which can be seen as four, five, and six rows of linear polyacenes containing four, five, and six rings, respectively. They are named 4a4z, 5a5z, 6a6z, according to the number of rings in the armchair and zigzag edges and are saturated with hydrogen atom on the edges. To study the electronic properties of graphene oxyradical, we consider these structures as shown in Fig. 1 . Z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6 represent the different positions when O is bonded to zigzag edge of graphene patch and a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7 represent the different positions when O is bonded to armchair edge.
Results and Discussions

The stability of graphene oxyradicals
As we know, the ground state energy of graphene is closely related to its size and shape, and the larger graphene patch shows high spin multiplicity. 7) Table 1 and 2 summarized the energies of doublet, quarter and sextet spin multiplicity states for different isomers of 4a4z-O, 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals. For the O-bonding to armchair edge, the doublet state is the lowest state in energy for a1-a5 sites of 4a4z-O system by comparing the energies of different states. And for 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O systems the doublet state is not always the lowest state in energy at each armchair site. For example, quarter states of 5a5z-a1, 6 and 6a6z-a1, 3, 4 have the lowest energy for 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O system instead of doublet states, respectively. When O is bonded to zigzag edge of graphene system, the differences ¦E q-d are always positive for 4a4z-O, 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O systems indicating that doublet state is the lowest state in energy. Meanwhile, we find that the system energy with Obonding to the zigzag edge is lower than that to armchair edge in all cases.
We also investigated the most stable structure of the graphene oxyradicals with O-bonding to zigzag edge, further. For 4a4z-O system, it is found that site 2 (4a4z-z2) is the most stable structure. And the corresponding C=O bond length of 0.1232 nm at z2 site is the shortest one as the shorter C=O bond length is, the more stable the structure should be. Setting the lowest energy of z2 site as the energy zero point, other energies of zigzag sites are calculated named relative energy E r as shown in Table 2 . Thus, 4a4z-z3 is the second most stable state by comparing the relative energy E r with the value of 0.007 eV. The stability sequence of different 4a4z-z structures with O-bonding is z2 > z3 > z1 > z4 determined by the relative energy. A similar analysis for 5a5z and 6a6z graphene oxyradicals is also carried out, and the site z3 is the most stable structure for both 5a5z and 6a6z graphene when O bonded to zigzag edge. For the most stable 5a5z-z3 and 6a6z-z3 structures, the C=O bond lengths are both 0.1231 nm. The given relative stability of different isomers for 5a5z and 6a6z with O-bonding to zigzag edge are z3
The most stable structures of 4a4z-O, 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals can also be evidenced by the complicated hybridizations of C2s, C2p, O2s, and O2p orbitals. The energy of s orbital is relatively low, with the distribution close to the nucleus, and p orbital has the relatively higher energy with the relatively discrete distribution. Therefore, the hybrid orbitals which contain more scharacter have the relative lower energy with more stability, and also corresponding to the bond shortening simultaneously. 15, 16) Taking 40.69% (z5) respectively at the sides and center positions of zigzag edge. The z3 position takes more s-character suggesting the most stable structure and shortest bond length which is consistent with the above discussion. The same analysis of other two cases of 4a4z-O and 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals also shows that the central positions (4a4z-z2 and 6a6z-z3) take more s-character than at sides. From above analysis, we find that graphene oxyradicals with O bonded to interior rings is more stable than those with O bonded to exterior rings on zigzag edge and the C=O bond length is about 0.1231 nm.
Spin density distribution
Spin density is an important physical parameter to characterize radical and is a quantitative measure of the degree of radical delocalization. And it shows the distribution of unpaired electrons, which characterizes the stability of the radical. Meanwhile, hybrid electrons transition makes electronic cloud overlap more fully and charge distribution more dispersal. It exhibits the hybrid electronic delocalization and lowers the system energy. As we know, the more delocalization spin density is, the more stabilization radical is. 17) In order to evaluate the stability of the radicals, we explored the spin density delocalization of 4a4z-O, 5a5z-O and 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals bonding to zigzag and armchair edges. Figure 2 gives the isosurface spin density of different graphene oxyradicals respectively obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G (d) level of theory of present work. It is found that spin density with value of 0.0069 for 5a5z-O graphene oxyradicals with O-bonding to z3 position of zigzag edge is smallest, which indicating the most stable state of 5a5z-z3 structure of 5a5z-O graphene oxyradicals. Among other four positions at zigzag edge, the isosurface spin density (0.0072) of z2 position exhibits slight difference with that of z3 position showing that 5a5z-z2 is the second stable structure. And the value of 0.1765 of spin density is the largest one when O is bonded to the site z5 indicating that 5a5z-z5 is the least stable one.
The stability sequence of five structures for 5a5z-O graphene oxyradicals obtained from the spin density is consistent with that determined by the above energy analysis. It is worth mentioning that the energy of 5a5z-z3 and 5a5z-z2 structures is very close and the difference of relative energy is only about 0.007 eV, and the spin density distribution also gives the consistent result with a small difference.
The maps of isosurface spin density for the three most stable structures of 4a4z-z2, 5a5z-z3, 6a6z-z3 for different graphene oxyradicals systems are shown in Fig. 3(a)(c) and it can be found that the high spin density region distribute on the zigzag edge opposite to the side of which the O atoms is bonded. On the contrary, lower spin densities locate at the O-bonding zigzag edge. And this indicates that the O-bonding to the zigzag edge changes the spin density distributions obviously and also indicating the sensitivity of electronic properties to the zigzag edge modification of graphene oxyradicals.
For the cases of graphene oxyradicals isomers with Obonding to the armchair edge, as representative examples, spin density distributions of 5a5z-a1 and 5a5z-a6 (quarter spin multiplicity) structures are shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e). It is obviously found that spin densities still choose the location distribution at zigzag edge with less contribution at armchair edge which is agreement with the previous result of regular graphene nanoribbons. 18) Additionally, from Fig. 3(d) and (e), it can also be found that spin density distributions has no obvious change after O-bonding to armchair edge and this shows that electronic properties is not sensitive to the armchair edge modification compared with zigzag edge modification.
HOMO and LUMO energy
Basing on the frontier orbital theory, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO) play the major roles in chemical reactions. Table 3 shows the HOMO and LUMO energy of different 5a5z-O graphene oxyradicals after calculation, and the values for ¡-and ¢-singly occupied orbitals are also provided separately. The stability of different graphene oxyradicals discussed on the above could be explained by the HOMO energy.
The HOMO energy (¹4.844 eV) of 5a5z-z3 structure is the lowest one among the five O-bonding graphene oxyradicals at zigzag edge from Table 3 , which indicating the most stability of 5a5z-z3 structure and this is consistent with the discussion on the above about the energy and spin density distribution. As we all known, the HOMO-LUMO gap is closely associated with the size and the topological structure of the system. 19) Comparing the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of present work, it is apparent that the energy gap decreases as the system increases. The sequence of HOMO-LUMO energy gap is z2 > z1 > z3 > z4 for 4a4z-O, z3 > z2 > z1 > z4 > z5 for 5a5z-O, and z3 > z2 > z4 > z1 > z5 > z6 for 6a6z-O graphene oxyradicals. This is not completely consistent with the stability sequence determined by the energy and the differences are mainly resulted from the dependence of HOMO-LUMO energy gap on the topological structure of individual graphene oxyradicals systems.
From the discussion on the stability of different graphene oxyradical systems basing on the study about the energy, spin density distribution and HOMO and LUMO energy, we know that the more close to the zigzag edge center for O-bonding positions, the system is more stable. This looks the central position like a "safe harbor" which can supply more protections to the O-bonding compared with other noncentral positions, and moreover, this is also easily understandable obviously. In order to testify the opinion about "safe harbor" of central O-bonding position, we simulated the destroying of the zigzag edge central status by outer effect and then studied the stability changes of the new graphene oxyradical systems. Taking 6a6z graphene oxyradical as an example, we fold 6a6z graphene along an axis at z3 position perpendicular to zigzag edge as shown in Fig. 4 and the angle between two partial graphene planes is 90°after folding. Then, we calculate the current single point energy of z1-6 positions with O-bonding to zigzag edge. The result shows that the z3 position is no longer the lowest energy position and z4 position replaces it. The energy of 6a6z-z1 and 6a6z-z6 positions is still the highest indicating their most unstable status. The folding of graphene plane can be understood as the deformation caused by the outer force, defects or other factors. Although the present folding with angle of 90°is a special deformation case and not the practically models, it still tells us that some effects bring the changes on the stability and energy of graphene complex system. And in view of this understanding, we can explore the newly ways of absorbing or storage energy behaviors basing on the practically models in the future, and could also help us understand the intermediate products of oxidation process better. Therefore, this provides another angle of view at designing and fabricating the graphene complex system for applications.
Conclusions
In conclusion, in this work we consider finite size graphene oxyradical serving as a model of graphene and simulate theirs electronic properties including stability, orbital hybridization, spin density, HOMO and LUMO energy by DFT. We find that the system is most stable when O is bonded to zigzag edge center which like a "safe harbor". After being folded along an axis at z3 position, the "safe harbor" is deprived. The study displays the different stabilities of different intermediate graphene oxyradical and its decoration. And basing on the understanding, the newly ways of absorbing or storage energy behaviors can be excavated and combustion intermediate can be understood better. Therefore, this provides another angle of view at designing and fabricating the graphene complex system for applications. 
